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Abstract - -A fourth-order iterative implicit algorithm is constructed for the approximate solution 
of a nonlinear parabolic partial differential equation up to its quenching time. The algorithm is 
particularly useful for long quenching times; sufficient conditions for its monotone convergence are 
derived. 
Numerical results using the new method are presented and compared with previous results obtained 
from a Crank-Nicolson algorithm. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
An extensive mathematical literature on the critical phenomena of quenching and blow-up has 
followed the seminal papers of Kawarada [1] and Fujita [2]; the phenomena appear in diverse 
application areas [e.g., see 3-5]. Recently, numerical methods have received attention [6-10]. 
It has been observed, when a critical parameter is marginally exceeded, that quenching times 
are long [7;8, pp. 547-550] and numerical procedures slow, with susceptibility o errors. Here, 
we describe a method whose fourth-order accuracy gives improved numerical performance; since 
tridiagonal matrix systems are to be solved (as in [7,8]), the method is efficient [11,12]. 
For clarity, a particular nonlinear singular parabolic partial differential equation in one space 
variable is discussed with homogeneous (Dirichlet) boundary and initial conditions; however, 
various other nonlinearities and conditions may be treated with appropriate modifications to the 
argument. The problem considered is linearised and discretised using an implicit time discreti- 
sation; an analysis of the underlying linearised equations already exists Ill, p. 28;12, p. 93]. A 
suitable convergence riterion for terminating the linearised iterates at each time step may be 
preselected. 
We use a uniform temporal and spatial mesh width: k -- At, h = Ax, with R = k/h2; the 
number of grid points N = 1/h. The Douglas algorithm employed has O(k 2 + h a) local accuracy. 
Since we assume R satisfies certain O(1) conditions to obtain monotone iterative convergence 
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theorems, the method is effectively O(h4). In [7;8, (case b = 0)], a Crank-Nicolson scheme 
provided O(k + h 2) accurate solutions for the quenching problem (QP), defined below. We write: 
Yr,,nn = yn(rh, mk)  for the n th iterate at the m th time level tm = mk, (m,n  >_ 1) evaluated at 
r t  " n the point x = rh; y~, = [Yr,m], a column vector (1 < r < N - 1); Ym = hmn-.oo Ym, with Y0 -= 0, 
yO = Ym-1. [Ym]r denotes the r th element of the column y,~. 
The quenching problem considered is (a, B > 0): 
a2yt=Yzx+a2(1- -y ) -B ,  fo r0<x<l ,  0<t<Ta<oo,  
(QP) 
y(x, 0) : 0, for 0 < x < 1, y(0, t) = y(1, t) = 0, for 0 < t < Ta. 
2. D ISCRET ISAT ION OF THE QUENCHING PROBLEM 
First, the equation (QP) is discretised using a Douglas algorithm (see [11, pp. 28-30]). Assume 
that the approximate solution Ym-1 at the time level tm-y has been computed. Then the ap- 
proximate value Ym at the next time level tm< Ta(h, k) is obtained using the discrete nonlinear 
problem (m _> 1) 
k 
YO,m = Yg ,m ----- 0, for t -- tin, 
where D 2 - 1/h26~(I + 1/1262) -1, Ym is a column vector [yr,m] and Y0 -= 0. Next, the value ym 
is computed by the iterative method ([7, Section 7; 13, p. 415]) for y~ -- [yr',m] 
n kB  n ( i+2_~D2)  ym_ '
(2) 
k -B  +5{( l -ya-1)  +(l--ym_l)-B} -k~By~-n i, 
where n _> 1 and Yo,mn _: YN,mn = 0. Applying (I + (1/(12))62) to both sides of (2) and writing 
-B~ + (1 - ~) -S  as F(~), gives 
k (I  + 162'~ (1 -ym_l) -s. 
On multiplying by 2a 2, this equation reduces to 
( r R '~ RcY~,m + Rayr+l,m] ka 2 I + 12] -- [ aYr - l ,m ~ n _ = 
6---x2 '~(I - Ym_ll-S , [Rby~-z,m-1 + Rdy~,m-I + Rby~+1,m-i] + ka 2 I + 12] 
where Ra -- R - a2/6(1 - kB/2) ,  Rb = R + a2/6, Rc = - (R(2 - (5a2h2B)/6) + 5a2/3), and 
Rd -: 532/3 -- 2R. 
3. TR ID IAGONAL MATRIX  SYSTEM 
FOR DOUGLAS ALGORITHM 
As a result, the following discrete system emerges for (2): 
-.4R(y~)=~B~(y,~_,)+# I+i~x {-By., + (i-y.,_l)-~}, (31 
where  AR = tridiag{1,da,1}, BR = tridiag{1,db, 1}, da = Rc /Ra ,  db = Rd/Rb ,  c~ = Rb/Ra ,  
and ~ = ka2/Ra; m,n  > 1, Yo -- O, y° m = Ym-1, and limn-~c¢ y~, = Ym. 
We now make the following mild assumptions about the step sizes. 
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ASSUMPTION (A). k < 2/B and h 2 < 12/5a2B. 
THEOREM 3.1. If R > a2/6 and assumption (A) holds, then: 
(i) system (3) has a unique solution Y~n whenever n-1 Ym , n > 1 ex/sts; 
(ii) the matr/x -AR : R y-1 --~ R g-1 is inverse monotone. 
PROOF. The symmetric matrix -A1:t is irreducible since its sub- and super-diagonals are nonzero; 
also -AR  is monotone provided ~-~g~laij > O, Vi, and ~-~--llaij > 0 for any one i. In this 
case, --AR 1 exists, has positive elements, and is monotone. To satisfy these requirements, it is 
sufficient hat 
-d~ R(2 - (5a2h2B)/6) + (5a2)/3 
= >2.  
R - a2/6(1 - (kB)/2) 
Since h 2 < 12/(5a2B), the numerator is positive. Since k < 2/B, the denominator is positive 
when R > a2/6. So -da > 2 if 2R-(5a2kB) /6  + (5a2)/3 > 2R-a2 /3  + (a2kB)/6; and this holds 
since k < 2lB. Hence -AR is inverse monotone; the existence of --AR 1 guarantees a unique 
solution for (3) when n-1 Ym , n _> 1, exists. 
THEOREM 3.2. If assumption (A) holds and R E (a2/6, 5a2/6), the sequence {yn} of column 
vectors, defined in (3), increases monotonically for n, m = O, 1, . . . ,  until unity is exceeded by 
some element of a vector in the sequence (quenching occurs, tm > T~(h, k)) or the sequence 
converges to the steady state solution of (1) (no quenching, Ta(h, k) = oe). 
PROOF. At any time level tm(m > 1), (3) gives (n >_ 1): 
-AR(YTnn+I-Y~~) '~1~ I Jr- 12/ ({(]--Y~n)-B--Bynm} - { (1-y~'~-I ) -B-Bym }) " 
Since/3(1 + 5~/12){(1 - ¢ ) - s  _ Be} is a monotone increasing function of ¢ for 0 < ¢ < 1, an 
inductive argument and the inverse monotonicity of -AR  gives the result y~n +1 > y~, provided 
that y~ > yO. 
Now we show that y l  > yO. From (3), it follows that, at any time level tm(m > 1): 
/ 
--AR (y l  _ yore) = (aBR + AR) (Ym-1) + t3 ( I  + "x ] {2(1 - ym_l) -B - Bym-1} .
127 \ 
(4) 
The r TM element of the vector on the right-hand side of (4) is given by 
,{ R--~ (Ra + Rb)Yr-l,m-1 + (Rbdb + Rada)Yr,m-1 + (Ra + Rb)y~+l,m-1 
+ 122 ([2(1- ym_l) -B - By _i]r) } 
{( ( ( = ~Ra 2R + 12 .] Yr-l,m-1 + -4R  + Yr,m-1 + 2R + - - - f~)  Y~+l,m-1 
i.e., the r TM element of the vector --AR(Ylm - yO) in (4) is given by: 
2 Ryr - l ,m- l -2Ryrm- l+Ry~+l ,m- l+a2k  1+ 12] 
Ra ~ 
2k ~(52h a2(  52h (1 -yr ,m_ l )  -B}  
i.e., - [dR (ylm -- y°)] r ---- ~a  [ \h  2] Yr,m-1 + 1 + 12/ 
(5) 
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and both sides of equation (5) are positive, provided 
Yr- l ,m-1 -- 2yr,m-1 + Yr+l,m-1 
h 2 
52~(1_yr ,m_1)_ ,  "<a 2 1+ 12] (6) 
i.e., 
~a 2 k 
Yl - -  Y0  = D2(yl + Y0) + ~ {(1 - yl) -a  + (1 - yo)-B},  
2a2k ( I  + 12] (Yl -- Y0)- { -~xYO -~- -{- 12 ] 
1 2 ( e2~ (1 - yl) -B. 
=~--~Sxyl+a 2 I+12/  
Using (5), we have 
k 1 + 127 [Yl - Yo]r + ~-  [AR (y~ - yo)] r = ~-55x[yl]r + 1 + 12] [(1 -- y l ) -B] r .  
Since yl - Y0 > Y~ - y0 = e~ > 0, then 
{~[12 56 121J +~-Ra[1 da 1]}[ r_ l ,  l e  I 1 5r,1 
1 T 
£r+1,1] 
( < -:-zS~y~,~ + 1 + (7) 
Since the left side of inequality (7) is larger than the term in 1 £r,l~ we have 
( 1 2 52~ (1 - Yr,1)-B > + y~ er,1 > 0, (8) ~--~SxYr, l+a  2 1+ 12/ k T 
provided 10a2/3 > R(2 - (5a2h2B)/6) + (5a2)/3. Since R < 5a2/6, then (8) holds and conse- 
quently (6) follows for m = 2 (1 < r < N - 1). Repeating the argument following (6) gives 
y~ > yO and convergence of y~+l to Y2- An inductive argument gives yl m > yO (m > 1) and this 
completes the proof of the theorem, i.e., we have that 
0 ---- YO = yO < yl < y~ < Yl = yO < yl < y~ < Y2 -~- yO < Y3 • ' ' "  < Urn < ' ' "  < 1, 
if tm< Ta(h, k), and the sequence xceeds unity when tm> Ta(h, k). 
We now prove, inductively, that yl m > yO for m _> 1. 
First, (6) holds for m -- 1 (1 < r < N - 1) since 0 < a 2. Consequently, -An(y  I - yO) > 0 and 
the inverse monotonicity of -AR implies y~ > y0. It follows from the first part of the proof that 
y[+l > y~,, n > 1. So we have a monotone increasing sequence {y[}, which converges provided 
tl < Ta(h.k), say, i.e., provided the sequence is bounded above by unity. The sequence converges 
to Yl -- y(tl), the solution of (1) for m -- 1. It follows from (1), with m = 1, that 
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B 
1 
4 
1 
1 
2 
3 
4 
a 
2.25 
1.95 
1.55 
1.25 
1.05 
0.90 
S a 
I 2.210 
4 
1 1.895 
2 
i 1.540 
2 1.185 
3 1.001 
4 0.884 
Table 1. (k = 0.001). 
Ta,s(N)  
3.801 (30) 
N(Theory) 
30<N<_64 
TCNIN~. a,s~ j, N=20,  40, 80 
3.774, 3.794, 3.799 
2.880(30) 26 ~N< 56 2.863, 2.875, 2.879 
3.963(30) 21 <N~ 44 3.883, 3.943, 3.958 
1.245(20) 17 <N< 36 1.239, 1.243, 1.244 
a*(B) 
2.2015 
1.8856 
1.5303 
1.1832 
1.0000 
0.8821 
1.011(20) 14 < N < 30 1.005, 1.009, 1.010 
1.330(20) 12 < N < 25 1.310, 1.325, 1.329 
Table 2. (k = 0.001). 
Ta,B(N1) Ta,B(N2) N(Theory) T10,B(20 ) TlO,B(130 ) 
9.151(30) 9.152(60) 29 < N ~ 63 0.800 0.800 
7.920(30) 7.920(60) 25 < N ~ 54 0.667 0.667 
5.776(20) 5.777(30) 20 < N < 44 0.500 0.500 
8.600(20) 8.604(40) 16 < N < 34 0.333 0.333 
8.085(20) 8.091(40) 13 ~ N ~ 28 0.250 0.250 
4.369(20) 4.370(30) 12 < N ~ 25 0.200 0.200 
2 NUMERICAL  RESULTS 
EXAMPLE 4.1. The algorithm (3) was applied to problem (QP) with six values of B ranging 
from 1/4 to 4. To ensure reasonably long quenching times, values of a not much in excess 
of the critical value a*(B) were used (see [9, Tables 1,2]). A time-step of k = 0.001 allowed 
computation of quenching times accurate to 3D; various values of R satisfying Theorem 3.2 were 
used. The quenching times obtained using (3), on a 66DX2 PC, are listed in column 3 of Table 1. 
Each row in this table gives the quenching time Ta,B(N) for the stated values of (a, B) and of 
N = 1/h = x~'g~-R; the 5 TM column gives the quenching times T~N(N) obtained using a Crank- 
Nicolson procedure (see [7, Table 1]) for three different values of N. Column 4 gives the values 
of N (with k = 0.001) for which the Douglas algorithm (3) satisfies Theorem 3.2. Increasing the 
values of N used in column 3 to the upper bounds given in column 4 did not alter the values of 
Ta,B(N) obtained; hence the results in column 3 are significantly better than those in column 5. 
REMARK. Theorem 3.2 gives sufficient conditions for monotone convergence of the Douglas it- 
erates; however, the row-sum criterion may fail in Theorem 3.1 and yet -AR still be inverse 
monotone. Necessary and sufficient conditions which are straightforward to check are not cur- 
rently known. In Example 4.2, we observed that the algorithm (3) could still provide monotone 
iterates and quenching times when R is outside the interval (a2/6, 5a2/6). The algorithm (3) is, 
therefore, more useful practically than the theory predicts. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. With identical values for B, k and notation as used in Example 4.1, algorithm (3) 
was applied to (QP) for two extreme values of the boundary length a: first, a large value a = 10-  
the (QP) then approximates the problem Yt -- (1 - y)-B y(O) -~ O, with a minimum quenching 
time Tmin(B) --- 1/(B + 1) (see [4,7])--the numerical results for grid sizes N = 20, N = 130 are 
given in columns 6,7 of Table 2 (Theorem 3.2 requires N E (130,288)); second, a value such that 
e = a - a* > 0 is small, which gives lengthy quenching times--the results in this case for two 
different grid sizes N = N1, N2 are given in columns 3,4 of Table 2. Column 5 gives the values 
of N (with k = 0.001) for which the Douglas algorithm (3) satisfies Theorem 3.2. Increasing the 
values of N2 used in column 4 did not alter the values of Ta,B(N2) obtained. 
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REMARK. Table 2 shows that:  
(1) for large a, a finer spat ial  grid than is adequate numerical ly may be demanded by the 
condit ion R > a2/6(k = 0.001), and 
(2) for a close to a*, a finer spat ia l  grid than is allowed by the condit ion R < 5a2/6(k = 0.001) 
may give improved numerical  accuracy. 
In conclusion, the numerical  exper iments indicated that  the Douglas a lgor i thm was most useful 
when quenching t imes were long (Crank-Nicolson being adequate when they were short  [7,8]) 
and that  the theorems gave a useful indicat ion of suitable choices for h in relat ion to k. The 
a lgor i thm was also seen to operate better  than the theory predicted. The appl icabi l i ty  of the 
theory  is widened by allowing both k and h to vary. 
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